
Why Drewaire is an award winning builder?
Drewaire Constructions is based within the Canberra region, just on the outskirts of 

Queanbeyan in the Carwoola area.  We service areas within the Canberra inner city 

suburbs and it’s rural surrounding areas.  Drewaire Constructions focus on specialised 

custom built homes, extensions, heritage and remodelling projects that require attention 

to detail.  Keeping this in mind, a thorough understanding of the brief from the client, 

architect and designers visions at all times is a key element to achieve the highest 

standard in all areas of the project and with this attention to detail is what won Drewaire 

Constructions Custom Built Home of the Year in 2011 (category $600,000 - $1,000,000) 

at the MBA Awards.  We always provide a personal approach to all our projects as 

we understand that this is an important ingredient for a successful build.  Drewaire 

Constructions only delivery custom quality built projects.  The quality and refined finishes 

are the up-most important to our company philosophy.  All the projects that Drewaire 

Constructions undertake become our passion and after 25 years in the building industry, 

this is still  Drewaire Constructions main focus.

The Ritek solution
Choosing our suppliers has taken years of refining to get the highest quality finishes 

that impress and last.  Drewaire Constructions is renowned for it’s unique finishes and 

this attention to detail that has won Drewaire Constructions building awards.  One of 

the finishes that continually impress Drewaire Constructions Clients is the Ritek Roofing 

System.  Andrew Foster from Drewaire Constructions first used Ritek 10 years ago.  Within 

that time, this product really lends itself to their style.  Ritek is a versatile product used in 

all elements of design – new and old.  The benefits of this product is the distance it can 

span without centre support (12m cantilevers over 4m) therefore giving the opportunity 

to create large open spaces.  Other benefits for using Ritek is the thermal properties that 

have an R rating of R6.5.  Ritek is also very good in fire zones as the roofing system is fire 

rated.  This product eliminates the void in roof spaces, the benefits being vermin proof, 

no dust, no maintenance etc.  One of the key reasons why Drewaire Constructions enjoy 

using Ritek is that is a quick and instant result therefore speeding up the building process.  

In saying that, to use this product you must have attention to detail and that’s where 

Drewaire Constructions have no problems delivering a great result using Ritek.
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Another successful build by Andrew Foster 
from Drewaire Constructions. Featuring 
Ritek solutions on exterior and interior.
Above the happy home owners attend the 
2011 Award night with Andrew (2nd left) 
and his wife Anna (right).


